[Retrospective of national pharmacovigilance surveys on drug-induced bullous, vesicular eruptions: methods and results ].
The academic interest for pharmacovigilance appears to be very low, because of the judged weakness of a "significant" relationship between drug utilisation and pathological events. We have tried to collect the relevant surveys of the French pharmacovigilance network on cutaneous toxic reactions to show the use of this work for current medical knowledge. This study was limited to the most relevant reports: 1--Cutaneous disorders induced by local reactions to ketoprofen, bufexamac, paracetamol (i.v.) 2--Cutaneous disorders observed in systemic hypersensitivity syndromes: allopurinol, chlormezanone, pristinamycine 3--Photosensitisation (toxicity), including: Individual characteristics of patients Nature of the observed syndromes Induction time and evolution of the disease Imputation and apparent incidence of the cases observed 1--Concerning "contact" dermitis, erythematous skin reactions are the most frequently observed. The causality link is proved in 272 patients of the cases. The mean age of the patients is 40-50 and the induction time from one to ten days. 2--In the hypersensitisation syndromes, severe skin reactions, combined with general reactions (fever), are the most frequently observed. The mean age is 50-60 and the number of serious cases is high (4.5%). 3--Severe burns with bullous skin reactions are observed in phototoxicity cases. The mean age of the patients is 50. Time induction is short (ten days), the cases are frequently serious, but evolution appears good. In conclusion, the synthesis of pharmacovigilance surveys shows the value of this epidemiological approach to drug-induced skin reactions. It is regrettable that the results of this work are not more widely distributed.